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IW>IO FllQUDCY .AMPLIFIC.il'ION 

Radio frequenc7 amplification 1• the process of amplifying or strengthening an 
• t � ' ·  •  �  •  :  •  ·: • • ,.' .  •• '• • •• •  •  

incoming radio signal before it ·pa,s88 through 'tbe df_tec,�or··of·,-, r��81Ter, .t:Q&t j; e ,  
.  "·.,·: . .. : , ;.,. . . . . . ; . ( · . '  

whi le<f� is still at the high frequ�nc7 'at which i.t ·wa•, e@t out '·b7'" t� t�amit.ti?li: 
' '  
'-' : .  

to receive veri :w�' 

signals from distant etations .that of tnemaelves cannot appriciab� affect the . -, · 
: -: . .,.. 

detector. 

I n  radio frequency ampli�ication use is made of the fact that a eignal is· 

11stepp.ed up" as it passes through the vacuum tube. BT employing a number o! )Such 

tuoes Jn cascade and using suitable tuned transformers a.a coupling uni ta, a .l,?rge 
. . . � 

gain fn signal voltage can be obtained. The tubes used in the early radio r�eivers 

were not entire� satisfactory as radio frequency amplifiers, .for the gain available 

with ·'them was relatively small and they were also rather unsta.ole at such high fre- 

quenci·operation. However, with the development of the modern ecreen grid and 

pentode tubes,  enormous signal amplification was made poseiole and the operating 
) 

stab�l1t7 was also greatly improved, so that tun'ed radio frequencr·�ircuits have be- 

station. Such amplification is  necesu.ry when it is desired 

come -available that are really remarlalble in their performance. 

IMPORTANCE OF GOOD R1 F1 ,AMPLIFICATION 

• , .  

The importa�t features of good radio frequency amplification are the following: 

In the first place, it makes possible the reception of week signals from distant 

stations ;  that i s ,  it greatly increases the sensitivity of a set .  ·-�1 

If well dee�gne.d \ 0; 
-, 

'; 4 
serve also 88 Wa�e filters and permit signals of only the d'eslred frequency to pa BS":,. \ 

ihrough. The._extent to which the unwanted frequencies are excluded depends upon the 
', •\' ·  

quality of the transformers, the circuit arrangement, the nwnber of such tuned 

stages th!Lt are used and the degree to which the successive stages are aligned to 

P a g e l  

tuned transformers are used as coupling ll;l)ih between the s:uccessive tubes; they 



act in step or synchronism with each other. This abi!it7 of a receiver to select 

signals of only a particular frequency and exclude the others is tenned the selectivity. 

Since static and other disturbiDg noises are generally of an audio frequency 

na.ture, they do not undergo the same amplification that the radio freq�ency impulses 

do; and with increased radio frequency amplification, the signals become more 

prominent in relation to the noises heard, El?ld the quality of the receiver output is 

better. In other words, the signal to noise ratio is greatly improved. 

Although radio frequency amplification appears to offer numerous advantages for 

obtaining improved performance from rad\o receiver�, it also introduces a serious 

disturbing condition in the form of self-oscillation due to high frequency feedback 

in the various stages. These free oscillations manifest themselves ao squeal� and 

howls, �d it was to overcome these disturbances tl:e.t the various forms of tuned 

radio-frequency circuit systems as explained later on were dev,loped. 

Radio frequency amplifier systems are classified according to the coupling 

methods employed into resistance-coupled, impedance coupled and tuned transformer 

coupled; but of these only the tuned transformer system is now used in radio receivers 

for broadcast and short wave reception. 

Solenoid Coll SPACE WOUND COILS Basket Weave Coils 
Honeycomb 

Coils 

Three CIRCUIT TUNER 

Fig. 1. Here are shown a number of early tuned radio frequency transformers. 
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RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS 

The radio frequency transformers used in modern receivers are of very compect 
� 

and efficient design, tbs result of mo.� yeare of research and development work. 

They-are pre.cticall)r all of the tuned type so that tb.e;y serve not only as coupliIJ.g 

e,lements but also as frequency filtering uni ts • 

.A.s such they consist of a primary and a secondary winding, the primary being 

connected into the plate circuit of the tube the output of which is to be amplified. 

The pulsating si�al current t>uilds up acro81 this primary a corresponding variable 

potential, and b7 electro-magnetic induction it is transferred to the secondary 

winding. T"ne secondary generally contains a greater number of turns so tl:at a voltage 

step-up also occurs. Further, this nllmber of turns in the secondary is arranged so 

that when the winding 1• ehunted with a suitable variable condenser, the resultiDg 

tuned circuit will respond to a certain range of frequencies, depending upon how and 

where the transformer 1• to be used. 

Maey tn,es and forms of radio frequency transformers mve been developed and 

different styles of windings tried out to obtain improved opera.ting characteristics. 

Among these were the following: ( 1 )  Solenoid or cylindrical coils of various di8llleters; 

(2) the spiderweb coil in which the wire wa� wound in spiral fashion between a series 

of pegs tl:at projected radially outward from a center hup, the winding thus resemoling 

a spider 's web; (3) the basket winding in which the wire was wound in 1':cy'ers out and 

in between a series of pegs arranged in a 3 or 4-inch circle; (4) the double-Dor 

figure eight coil in which the wire is wound in successive layers each in the shape of 

a figure eight; (5) the toroid coil which is a fonn of helical winding that is bent 

around into the el:ape of a large doughnut; and (6)  the honey comb or duo-la ce ra.L coil 

with the wire wound in criee-crose manner in successive layers. 

r 
Of all these styles only two have survived and are used in modern transformer con- 

struction; the rest are now only of historical interest, although at the time they were 
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developed they were considered great achievementa • 
. 

These two types of Windings used 
-�-�- 

today are the solenoid and the duolateral or criss-cross. The solenoid coils,  how-·  

ever, are much smaller now than the early coils were, the average die.meter being 

only about one inch. 

A number of modern radio frequency transformers are illustrated in Fig. 2. 

The first is  a t)rpical high efficiency solenoid coil 1-1/8 inches in diameter and 

2-3/4 inches long. The primary ie shown wound over one end of the secondary and 

insulated from it by a l.a1'er of varnished cambric or fish paper. 'J.'he center illus- 

' tration shows a similar type of coil mounted in a shielding can, and at the right in 

the figure is a transformer with a duoleteral or criss-cross type of winding, the 

entire unit also being mounted in a shielding can. 

Fit:,·. 2. Three illustrations of modern tuned radio frequeDCy transformers 

SIMPLE TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY ST.A.GES 

Two forms of simple tuned re.dio frequency amplifier stages are illustrated in 

Fig. 3. In each case a radio frequency (aboreviated R. F . )  ar.iplifier tube is used 

and a detector. The output circuit of the detector is  not completed, but it  can be 

fed through an additional audio amplifier or can be closed through a speaker or set 

of head phones. 

The tuoes illustrated are of the indir�tly-heated cathode type, and can be 

.,--... considered as either batteI'7 operated or electrically operated, as desired. For example, 
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they �· be of the 27 or 56 type and require a 2-1/2-volt filament supply for the 
• 

heater current, or they may be of the 76 or 37 type and require a 6.3-volt filament 

supply. Those who wish to build and experiment with the various circuit eye tans 

illustrated on these pa.gee, nll find 1 t desiraole to use two No. 37 tubes, for these 

tubes can for the time being be operated from ab-volt storage battery and later on 

from an electric power unit. 

c-, 

B 

63V.�---'!I::=-�������� 
A,C, 

Fig.4- 

y 
c 

- A +  B  

R  

+ A  

Fig.7 

At "A" in Fig. 3 the antenna coupler consists merely of a resistor "R. 1 1  of 5000 

or 10,000 ohms, and the signal voltage built up across this resistor is  impressed on 

the grid of the rac.i c frequency tube. The grid return circui -c is  closed throt:li;h re- 

sistor "R". Within the tube the signal is  amplified and then appears in the plate 
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circuit as a pulsating current which flows thro� the primary of the "R. F . "  trans- 

.,-._ former "T".  It  induces a similar voltage in the secondary winding 1 1511 ,  which ie 

shunted by the tuning condenser "C-1 11 •  The secondary "S" in conjunction with con 

denser 110-111 forms an oscillation circuit, the frequency of which is determined by the 

inductance of 11511 and the capacity- of "C-1 1 1•  The amplified signal voltage finally 

reaches the detector thro"U&h the grid condenser "C-2 1 1•  

The signal is thus amplified as it passes through the 1R. F."  tube and then 

experiences a slight additional step-up as it is transferred from the prilIBr,y to the 

secondary of the "R. F. 1 1  transformer 1 1T 1 1•  The 11R. F. 1 1  transformer serves not only as 

a coupling unit between the "R� F. 1 1  and detector tubes, but it helps to step up the 

signal v.oltage and also acts as a frequency filter due to the tuning feature o! the 

secondary circuit. 

Circuit "B" in Fig. 3 employs a tuned 11R. F. 11  transformer as anteill'.la coupler. 

The advantage of this arranganent, although it  ie more costly, is that due to the 

tranefo.rm.er action a step-up in sig,nal voltage is produced ahead of the first tube, 

and the tuned seccndary is another frequency filter so that better selectivity is 

possible. Either two single condensers can be us,ad for"C-1" and "C-211 or a 2-gang 

condenser can be (1UJJ)loyed, in which case there will be a single tuning control. 

RESISTANCE COUPLED R1 F, .AMPLIFICATION 

In this system a high resistance element and a fixed conde�ser are used to couple 

the radio frequency amplifying tube to the detector. The circuit arrangement for 

bJLttery operation is illustrated in Fig. 4. Resistor "X" has a value of from 50,000 

to 60,000 ohms, and condenser "C" a ca.pa.city of .oo6 mfd. Thie condenser transmits 

the signal from the plate circuit of the 11R. F. 1 1  tube to the grid circuit of the detector, 

and also blocks or protects t.he grid of the detector from the high "D. c. 1 1  voltage in 

the plate circuit. Resistor "Y" serves as the customary grid leak. The operation of 
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the entire system is similar to that of a resistance coupled audio amplifier. 

Although resistance coupling is inexpensive and �elds good quality amplification, ·  

it has several disadvantages. One is  that the maximum ai::iplification available is only 

that gained from the tube. Also, resistance coupling is well adapted onq for long 

wave reception and is net readiq applicable below 600 meters (500 kilocycles), for 

at these higher frequencies tbe internal plate-to-filament capacity of the "R. F . "  

tube of!ers such an eaq return path to the signal oscillations that �be resistance 

coupling is rendered practicalq ineffective. With special low capacity tubes and at 

the longer we.vel.engtha, resistance coupling is quite satisfactory, but the s:,stem is 

not satisfactory and is not employed for present� broadcast reception. 

TUNED IMPEDANCE COUPLED R. F, AMPLI_FJ.EJ! 

A tuned impedance-coupled radio frequency amplifier is shown in Fig. 5. Here 

1;he coupling unit consists of a \coil "L" tuned "oy a variable condenser 1 10 1 1,  the coil 

a:td condenser being chosen of such a size tha. t the tuning range covered by the com 

�ine. tion includes the band of frequencies over which the receiver is expected to tune. 

The signal voltage built up across this tuned circuit is then tran�itted through 

condenser "C-1" to the grid of the detector. The particular advantage gained is  the 

increased selectivity obtained through tuning the plate circuit. This system as will 

be proven later on, works out fairly well and has been used in a number of COl]lllercial 

tuned11R. 1 . "  recei vars. 

SELECTIVIT!, IN RADIO FREQUENC,Y AMPLIFIERS 

Under present conditions with numerous high-power broadcasting stations operating 

relatively close to each other, a single input tuner can no longer be depended upon, 

as in the earq �e, to select the desired signal frequency and to exclude completely 

the undesired frequencies. In other words, a single input tuner cannot provide the 

necessary selectivity. 
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It was to h�lp solve this selectivity problem that the tuned radio-frequency 

amplifier s;ystems were developed, for not only does a tuned radio-frequency amplifier 

step up the signal Toltage, but the tuned couplii::ig unit (cons1st1J]8 of a coil and 

condenser, either one or both of which are variable) serves additionally as a wave 

filter and permits o.nly tba t frequency to paae through to which the unit is tuned. 

Thus by increAei:cg .the llWDber o! such tuned circuits the filtering efficiency is in 

creased and the tuning selectivity improved accordingly. 

Tu.Ded radio-frequency amplifier systems of two, three and even four stages were 

developed. The term, •st&8e11  refers to an amplifier tube with the necessary coupling 

units. For example, at •B11 in Fig. 3 coils 11L-l" and "L-211 comprise the antenm 

coupler, while the "R. F.11  tube together with the coupling transformer consisting of 

"L-3", "L-4" and "C-211, comprise the amplifier stage. Two stages of tuned radio 

frequency amplification with good tubes and well-designed transformers were found to 

·oe ample as far as selectivity and amplification gain are concerned. With more stages 

the performance becomes rather critical, and unless the successive stages are properly 

balanced and aligned, their operation is very unstable and reception becomes a mes, of 

squeals and howls. 
I •  

Nwnerous types of amplifier systems were developed and to maey of theo special 

names were assigned that were coined by the individual manufacturers, but basically 

these circuits are all more or lees alike. Some of these systet1s have lived right on 

through the years and are used With very few alterations in present d83" tuned radio 

frequency receivers. 

SELF-OSCILLATIONS IN RADIO-FREQUENCY RECEIVERS 

Self-oscillations in the high-frequency stages of radio frequency and reflex 

circuits,  formed'. one of the most difficult problems to contend with in the cons true tion 

nd operation ot this type of set. These free oscillations are the result of feed-back 
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or regenerative actions, and are the cause of the unpleasant equeals and howls. 

It is  simple enough to eliminate theee oscillations altogether, but when thie 

is done, the amplif71ng action of the tubes is also killed. Oscillations are thus a 

necesaar.y evil, and the best that can be done ia to bring them under convenient 

control. In fact, in the numerous circuits tbat have appeared, the main objective 

bas been not so mnch along the line, of improved method� of tuning or amplification, 

as in the direction of controlling these tube oscillations. What makes 1 t most 

difficult ie that a rad10-frequenc7 amplifier operates at maximum efficiency right 

near the point of oscillation, or as 1s often said, Ju.st before the tube spill, over. 

The form of stabilizer used. therefore, must make it poH1ble to bring the tube, 'lio 

this point and to prevent them from. goiD& beyond. If the amplifier 11 worked too far 

below this point, its effectiveness is impaired and no appreciable amplification 11 

secured. 

Mal\Y of the cheaper receiving sets were arranged so that this point of oscillation 

could not be reached, and the resulting decreased efficien::y was then made up by the 

use of additional amplifying tubes. In this way a group of tubes were used to do the 

same work that one or two could do if they were under perfect control. Such a aet 

is not at all suitable for distance work, because the aensitivenesa and efficiency of 

the tubes have been so impaired that the weaker signals are not accepted. A very 

sensitive receiver capable of bringing in far distant stations is inherently somewhat 

unstable. If stability is sought, other qualities lllllSt be sacrificed. 

CAUSES OF SEL!'-OSCILLlTION IN R9 FI AMPLIFIERS 

Oscillations in radio-frequency amplifiers are alw�s caused by a regenerative or 

feed-back action that results from some str81' coupling between the grid and plate 

circuits of a tube, or between the grid circuit of one tube and the plate circuit of 

an adjacent amplifier tube. Two coupled circuits tuned to the same frequency transfer 
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energy back and forth; and if the feed-back action ia great enough, theae energy 

--- transfers become oscillating currents that manifest themselves as squeals and howls. 

As soon as sufficient coupling is established between the input and output circuits 

of a tube, interchange of energy takes place and oscillations begin. 

Coupling between the grid and plate circuits of a tube � be internal or external. 

Internal coupling results from the capacitT effect that exists between the elements 

within a tube. For example, the grid and plate in a tube form two ad,jacent conductors 

separated by an insulator, and in effect form a small condenser. In other words, the 

two elements are electrostaticall.y' coupled. 

The capacity effect existing between these two elements is known as the internal 

grid to plate capacit7. In the original 20U tube this has a value of 7.5 micromicro 

farads (abbreviated 111nf), in a tn>e 27 tube 3.3 mmf . ,  and in a type 24.A. only' .007 mmf. 

- . 

Since thia internal grid to plate capacity in the 20U tube is so much greater than it 

is within the 24A tube, the 201A tube is nnch more susceptible to aelf-oecillation than 

the 24A tube is. That also explains wq the 20U tube is not as good a radio frequency 

amplifier as the 24A tube is. In all the newer amplifier tubes this internal grid to 

plate capacity is  held to a very small value, and theae tubes are all more stable and 

can be operated at a much higher gain a• radio f'requenc7 amplifiers. 

Similarly there is an internal capacity effect between the grid and cathode 

(or filament). This is conmonly referred to as the input capacity, for it really ia 

equivalent to a small condenser connected across the input terminals of the tube. A 

capacity effect is also present across the plate and cathode and this is  called the 

output capacity, for it acts like a small condeneer connected across the output terminals 

of a ti.1be. 

External coupling between the grid and plate circuits of a tube can also result in 

violent oscillations. If the grid and plate wires lie close together, for example, 

the magnetic fields surrounding these wires IIl81' react with each other, that is, the wires 
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!1181' become magnetically coupled, so that an interchange of energy takes place and 
' 

oscillations aet in. St� coupling mai'also take place between several tubes that 

are placed; close together, between a tube and a coil, or between two coils, etc. ,  

all of which will result in troublesome oscillations. The closer t.he wires, as in 

a crowded set, or the closer a tube and a coil, the greater �he coupling action and 

the greater the interchan&e of energy, and the more prominent the oscillations. 

COMBATING AND SUPPRESSING FirlE OSCILL1TIONS 

Since free·oscillatlona are al�athe result of st� coupling, either electro- 

atatic or magnetic, it is evident that to auppress theae oscillations it is only 

neceaaary to min1mise or eliminate this stray coupling. 

Oscillations resulting from electrostatic coupling be internal elements 

of an amplifier tube were greatly cut down and almost eliminated by improving the 

tube design and reducing the inter-electrode capacity-. The electrodes were arranged 

differently within the tubes, new elements were added, internal shields and screens 

were incorporated, etc., so that the construction of the modern high frequency 

amplifier tube permits very stable operation, even at extremely high gain. These 

improvemente in tube deeign and the advant98ee gained from the ad.di tion of new elements 

are diacuased in greater detail in later lessons. 

Oscillations resulting from electrostatic or magnetic coupling between the various 

circuit components have alao been greatly reduced, not only through proper arrangement 

and positioning of the different units and the connecting wires, but more especially 

through the use of efficient shield.iD& which protects each unit DBgnetlcally and 

electroatat1calJ.T from the rest. In aome cases double shielding has even been employed 

to insu.re pos1 tivel.7 against any form of coupling. 
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SHilliDING IR RADIO RECEIVERS 

Shielding is the practice of enclosing various component parts of a radio 

receiTer in metal 1cans", or aeparating several units with metal partitions. SU.Ch 

shielding protect• the coils, tubea, etc. against undue magnetic or electrostatic 

couplin& between one another; and also prevents the enclosed uni ta from pickiDg up 

noise and signal volta€es due to aey strq magnetic fields that DIB1' be hovering around 

the receiver. For best results the shielding should be of good conducting metal such 

as copper or aluminum, but tin-plated or cadmium-plated sheet iron· is also used 

frequently. Highl.7 polished chromium plating imparts a verr attractive appearance 

to the shielding cans on a chassis. 

SU�h protective shielding improves the performance of a radio receiver in several 

w�s. By preventing feedback actions between the various elements. str� coupling 
• 

effects are eliminated and free oscillations avoided. The tubes can thus be operated 

at a greater gain, and the perfoI'JMllce of the entire receiver is more stable and 

efficient. A.lso. operating the successive stages at a greater gain increases the 

over-all sensitivity of a receiver. By being protected �inst picking up stray 

voltages, the receiver operates with better selectivity and free from local noises , 

and other station interference. Effective shielding accordingly confines each unit 

and nullifies any disturbi?Jg influence it might otherwise have on adjacent parts. 

All shielding elem�nts should be well grounded to the chassis or the effectiveness 

of the shielding is lost. A.lso, the shields should never be used as part of a grid 

or cathode return circuit, for they themselves� then be sources ot st� coupling 

and defeat the very purpose for which they were intended. Holes in the shields should 

be avoided wherever possible, and if necessary should not be aey larger than needed. 

Where wire must enter a shield, rubber or fiber bushings should be used to prevent the 

insulation on the wire from wearing through and cauarng a short circuit or ground. 

�hielding shouln never be placed around a coil in a receiver where shielding was not 
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used originally, for shielding ai'fects the effective indllctance of a coil; and unle1rs 

the coil was designed for use with an enclosing shield, ite tunillg r&llge will be 
I 

affected. 

SERVICE POI!lTERS RmARDIUG SHIELDED RECEIVJ:RS 

Good shielding properly installed greatly improves the performance and operatill8 

stability of a radio receiver. Poor shielding, on the other band, can be equally 

detrimental and greatl;• iDlpair the operation of a receiver. A prime requisite in 

all cases is  that the shielding eleoente be well grounded to the receiver chassis, 

or much disturbance� result. Sometimes if a poor job is made riveting the shield- 

ing elfflnents to the mountillg brackets, or if the brackets are not securely attached 

to the chassis, a disturbing noise -may set in, violent oscillations may occur, or 

worst of al l ,  a  fading or intermittent action may result. 

Corroded rivets� similarly cause ouch disturbances; or if the shielding elements 

�re held in place with screws and nuts, one of these� loosen and allow a floating 

ground to exist ·oetween the shield and chassis. When good contact is being made, the 

receiver will perform normally; but when the contact is partially or wholly interrupted, 

trouble will be exper-i enced , In other words, if the electrical contact between the 

shield and chassis is disturbed, t ae normal shielding effects are lost ., and practically 

the same disturbances will prevail as tho� no shielding at all were used. 

Ther�fore, when a radio receiver is brought in for service, and the complaint is 

noise, oscillation or intermittent reception, one of the first steps in the procedure 

should be to make a mechanical inspection of the chassis to see that all shielding 

elements are well grounded, that there is no loose bolt or rivet in any of than, that 

none are corroded or rusted badly whsre they lllEl.k:e contact with the chassis ,  and t�t 

none of the shields were removed and then not replaced. Such an inspection ma:y often 

save much time and effort later on in ma.king unnecessary an electrical inspectior under- 

neath the cha s s i s , 
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R1 F1 CLASS "A" .AMPLIFIERS 

All high-frequency amplifiers used in radio receivers are of the Clase "A" type, 

that i s ,  they operate on the lower linear portion of the characteristic curve. The 

position of the normal operatint; point is determined by the applied grid bias, and the 

value of grid bias specified by the tube manufacturer11 generally locates this point 

half � between the lower bend of the curve and the zero grid axis. ..A.s a result, aoy 

signal voltages impressed on the grid are reproduced faithfully by corresponding 

fluctuations in plate current flow. 

These conditions are illustrated in F�g. 6, where the straight portion of the 

characteristic curve extends from "X" to "Y", that is ,  from O t o  -10 grid volts. The 

specified grid bias would therefore be -5 volts, so that the normal operating point 

lies mid� between 11X11 and "Y". � signe.l. voltage impressed on the grid (F.g in the 

diagram) then swings the operating p.oint up and down between 11X11 and "Y" so that 

corresponding fluctuations occur in plate current flow as shown by the curve• labeled 

"Ip" in the diagram. 

If too high an initial grid bias were applied, the normal operating point would 

lie too close to the lower bend of the curve, and as a result signal voltages applied 

to the grid would extend into the curved portion and cause dissimilar fluctuations in 

plate current flow. In other words, the signals would be reproduced in distorted form. 

Similarly, if too s!lE.ll a grid bias were applied, the grid voltage swings would carry 

the operating point into the region of positive grid potential, and this would also 

result in deformed plate current waves or distortion. 

It is further evident from an examination of the curve in Fig. 6 that if at 

normal grid bias the applied signal voltage carries the operatiDg point beyond "X" or 

"Y",  the plate current waves will be deformed and distortion result. This condition 

is commonly referred to aa overloading; that i s ,  the signal voltages supplied to the 

tube are greater tl:an the grid can properly handle w1 tbout swinging into the regions 

o! distortion. 
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HOW SIGNAL VOLT,lGE IS -£TEPPED UP IN .AN R1 F, ST.A.GI 

In :rig. 7 is illustrated a typical tuned radio-frequency amplifier stage, in 

which "E" represent• the signal voltage impressed across the priDBr;y of the input 

coupler. This induces a somewhat higher voltage in the secondar;y coil L-1. which in 

turn causes a current I-1 to oscillate in the circuit L-1 0-1. Since this circuit is 

in resonance with the frequency of the incoming signal voltage, the current h limi t,ed 

only by the resistance of the circuit, for the inductive and capacitive reactance 

neutralize ea.ch other. It builds up a voltage E-1 across the coil, and this voltage 

11  impreased on the grid or input of the amplifier tube as shown in the diagram. 

Due to the relq action of the tube, that is,  the control effect the grid baa on 

the plate current, this signal voltage on the grid reappears as a pulsating current 

in the plate circuit and throU&h the prim17 of the coupler "T-211• Du.e to the near 

ness of the grid to the cathode compared to the distance of the plate, the signal 

vol ta.ge produces grea. ter flue tua tions in plate current flow than the same signal 

voltage could cause if impressed on the plate circuit; therefore, the amplifying action 

of the tube. 

Coupler 11T-2" now serves the further purpose of converting the pulsating plate 

current in the prima.17 "P-2" into an alternating voltage in the seconda.17 "L-2"; and 

the more effectively this is accomplished, that is,  the greater the voltage induc.ed 

in the secondary, the higher will be the gain in the amplifier stage. It is here where 

efficient coil deeign plays its important part. 

The resulting voltage •i:-2n built up acrosa the seconda.17 coil"L-2 1 1  is then im 

pressed on the grid of the next ampli�ier tube. The ratio of 11E-2" to "E-111 is 

commonly defined as the voltage gain per stage, and this depends upon the amplification 

factor of the tube, the efficiency of the coupling coil employed, the effectiven�ss of 

the shielding in reducing losses ,  and a number of other minor factors. Thie gain can 

actually be measured with a vacuum tube voltmeter. 
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HOW GRID-TO-PL.A.TE C.APACI'l'Y CAUSES FEED-BACK AND OSCILLA.TJOB. 
. :". ·:.;.t'.J.. �!: . .';�l'r, JJtl'f;.';, _,.'j / •-.J,::.���t� : :· .� .. · .� ·,t,L� \\. il, 

the construction and concentric arrangement of the grid and plate within 
·,··· ·1. ·.;..., �"!i! � .  r�·· ·,r:-. �, . •  :  ...  :  "  ·:. : � · · � ,.� )�,::. : ·  �  •. 

a tube, a emall capacity effect or condenser action e;&;ists between the two, called 
·  ·  '· �. r , �-· ,, · · ;. .r � • ..... : • • :-� _;, ... •• • • � : · • •· ·:r_ · :"'.¥,:-�_s:�. ·. 

the grid-to-plate.capacity •. , -This 1e illustrated in the skeleton circuit in !'ig. g 
. : .... ,�· \" . ' .. . \' ' . .: { . ,t . � , .  :  

where •0111  represents this internal capac_i ty. 
· .. ',: .· 

When a potential is impreHed on t� grid of the tube, .  �ot only doee .  the gri_d 

control the electron movement and the rate of plate current flow b;y virtue of it, 
'I.  -  '  •  .,  

potential, but it also sends acroBS this int�rnal condenser into the plate circuit a 
J. . � .. .. • .. 

charge or impulse that travels around through 'the plate circuit and returns to the 
·. .... . . . � . � -� -�-� . 

grid circuit in time and in proper phase to reinforce the incomj.ng s_ignal vol ta&e 
) •' • . t �- ,' ,.'YJ -. f,;i .10��: 

reaching the grid. 

The potential on the grid is thus strengthened, greater control is exerted on the 

plate current flow, and a stronger impulse is  sent through the internal grid-to-plate 
.  •  • . • • , < .  - ·  •• ,. :.+ -� •, � : .�;.) 

c�pacit7 around the plate circuit to further strengthen the grid potenti�l. Thia 
'  .  '  �  I  •  •  '  -  '<  '  '°. �· ( I • • ,\"',. 4; f', .-�, �? .,,. £ ,� �:{ 

r feedback action continues; and when enough energy (from the B-power auppl.J') 1• fed . 
. r \��.: � .. ��i�;;�J� 'f 

_into the grid circuit �o cover all losses, self-oscillation sets in, and the current 
' • ,-< » r- \ ·�- : :� -�� !{ 

oscillates through the qatem at a frequency that is  determined by the tuning of the 
. . ,•. . .. . ¥ "�1� ' . t; : ,  ::- \ .,  

circuit "LC". This oscillation persists w�ether the incoming signal voltage continues 
_."" .:r;e� .. r 

or not. 
·' 

"' , _  ..  
+_ . ·,r:- • .  

EOW TEE sqUEALs AND HOWLS ARE PRODUCJ:D 
. l '  I  

.,, . 

. ,. �- 

A small amount of regenerative feedback as just explained is quite benefidial, for 
' . .  

it increases the sensitivity of a receiver.and raises the amplification gain, thereby 
. .  

improving the general performance of the set·;. An ·excess amount', however, seriously 

interferes with the good performance of a' se"t; it" mai result ;i'n bad dfstor·tt'on and 

cause very unstable and erratic opera'tion. 
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. ; ; " • r . . . . . t • ; • ,, • .: . 

tha* of the 1DCOll1Dg aignal Tolt.c•, tbl locall.T 1enerated oac1llation• will hetero- 

4P• wi'1l tbe· iJloombg aignal and form c1 ditterence or beat frequency. Thia beat 

tn41UDC7 11 tun heard ul\1&11.T ae a hich pl tc�d whiatle. A• the tuning ie varied, 
. .  

'- 'b•t fNCl\18DC7 al10 varies, and the pitch of the wbiatle ch&Dgee trom a high 1briek 
. . 

'banq a41'ble don ,o a low rumble. It 1• theae •quee.le and howls tlBt are beard 

nm u Sllproperl,7 a4Juted. ,et 1• being tuned. 
I 

Ia a no-1tac• or thre•-•ta«• radio trequnc7 amplifier it ia very important that 

the IUCOHalw 1taae1 be ad.fu•ted. eo tllat tbq opera�• together in perfect a)"nchronism, 

that ta, ,_,. mat all be tuned to e.�tq the eame :trequenc7. J'or example• if in a 

2-•--.. mapllfler the tir1t •tac• 1• tuned exa.ct� to the trequ.ency ot the incoming 
� 

•1111&1, tu alcnal le a11»lltied. and eent on to the aecond atage. If thie second stage 

,t., b aa oeclllatlzag oon41 tion and detuned elightly' from the frequency ot the incoming 

1lpal, a Utferenoe �r baat-trequenc7 resulte and manifests ittelf ae a whistle or 

bowl. De .... oon41�1on would result it the firat atage were not in tune with the 

fo.opaate a 2-atage or 3-atage rad10-fr4Pquen07 amplifier aatiefactori�, it 1• 

M081N17 i!lai eacb. •�• be tuned to ezactl.T the. aame :traqueDC7. Such a condition is 

ceerali, e1ta'bll1hed in practice by 1end1nc a eignal from a calibrated oscillator 

tbro,ach tbe reoelnr and a4Juating the triDmera on the tuning condenser until 111\Ximum. 

Rtpv.t 11 o'btalned, &'I indicated by aame to� ot output meter. Thia procesa of ad 

JQatlllc � .ucoa11lTe 1tagea ot a radio-frequency amplifier into exact step with each 

otmr 11 oall•4 all«fti'n«, and 11 explained in detail in a sub1equent lesson. 

BOlf '1'0 COOHTJiMQT TBll TENDENCY TOW.ARD OSCILLA.TION 

Sin.co tree 01cillation1 in a radio-frequency ,unplif1er are the result of an in 

tanal fNclbaclc actloi, that cauae, a pe.raai ti� current to circulate throU&h the sy1tem, 
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the tendency to oscillate can be combated in 1everal •81'•· One ie to neutralize or 

counteract the intern.o.l feedback acti�n by means of an equal but opposite feedback 

through an external coupling agent across the grid and plate. 'l'his is the operating 

principle of the Hazeltine Neutrocyne, a circuit system that was very popular in the 

earlier days of the tuned radio-frequency receiver • 

.Another method is to introduce resistance losses into the amplifier 878tem so 

that the feedback current cannot increase to disturbing proportions. Various types of 

absorption circuits were developed for this purpose as will be brought out in the 

discussion of commercial circuits later on. 

'l'he third way is  to cut down the internal grid-to-plate capacity so that the 

internal feedback action it reduced to a minimum. This is the principle employed in 

the modern screen grid and pentode tubes. In the1e tubes the internal capacity effect 

is reduced through the aid of an additional electrode, the screen grid, mounted 

between the grid and plate. The feedback action is thus practically eliminated and 

---.._ more stable operation is  secured. :But multi-stage radio-frequency amplifiers must 

still be properly aligned, even though screen grid tubes are used. The earliest screen 

grid radio-frequency amplifier was the No. 24A tube and this was followed by the 

No. 35 tube, both of which were used in large numbers in commercial sets. 

OSCIUATION CONTROL WITH .A. BIASING POTEi:rrIOUETER 

A system of oscillation control that was used in many early tuned radio frequency 

receivers was to control the grid bia.s of the 1 1R.F.11  amplifier tubes oy means of a 

potentiometer (200 to 40o ohms) connected across the filament circuit. With the grid 

return to the moving contact at npn as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 ,  the potential of the 

grid with respect to the filament can be varied. 

As the potential of the grid is made less negative, the tendency of the tube to 

oscillate becomes less, but the amplification is also diminished. If the potential 
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becomes poei tive, all oscillation can be �limine.ted though amplification is greatly 

minimized. lith a positive grid potential, the grid to filament path of the amplifier 

tube acte ae a leakage path around the tuning condenaer, for 1:he electrons comitie, frorn 

the filament are free to go directly to the positive grid. Thie of couree dampens all 

oscillations. It ie thus an easy metter to control the potential of the grid and 

dampen all oscillations. But the tendency of the tube to oscillate variee with the 

wave length received, being greater at the abort wave lengths (higher frequencies). 

With each wave length adjustment the potentiometer can then easily be set for minimum 

cwnping eo that the tube can be brought right up to the point of oscillation but not 

allowed to apill over. In such a case. however, a. etroDg signal will readi� cause 

the tube to spill over e.nd this adjustment will have to be gone through again. 

The objection to this potentiometer control is that the high resistance introduces 

t o o �  loaeea and great� broadens the tuning a.nd decreasee the operatin& efficiency. 

Thie defect ie overcome some1that by using a by-pass condenser to by-pe.ss the radio 

frequency currents so that they do not have to pass through the potentiometer windings. 

This condenser should have a capacity of .002 Mfds. Sometimes a high resistance rheo 

stat is connected directly in series with the grid return of the amplifier tube. This 

increases the resistance of the grid circuit and lowers its efficiency so that oscilla 

tions cannot take place. 

'l'Hll NEU'l1
RODY1n; P.ECEI nm 

The neutrodyne is a type of tuned radio frequency receiver in which the internal 

plate to grid capacity of the tube is compensated or �eutralized by means of an external 

condenser connected acroee these two elements. :The general circuit arrangement of an 

early 5-tul>e neutro�ne is illustrated in Fig. 10. It consists of two Atage� of 

neutralized tuned radio frequency amplification, a detector end two s1ia$ee of audio 

frequency amplification. The two radio transformers consist of two closely coupled coils ,  
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a primary and a secondary, the former consisting of 9 turns and the latter of 68 turns 

,--. slru.nted oy a .00035-Mfd. condenser. The secondary is tapped at the fifteenth turn 

- from the filament end, and from this tap is  connected a small variable condenser 

directly to the grid of the preceding tube. Frequently the radio transfonners were 

known as neutroformers and the small neutrali�ing condensers as neutrodons. 

Ag.Ii! 

'Fig. 10 and 11.  The Neutro�e Circuit and methods of coil mountiDg illustrated. 

Fig. 12 and 13. Several types of absorption circuits for controlling oscillations 
in radio frequency amplifiers. 

The action of the radio frequency amplifier is as follows: The antenna tuner is 

first tuned to the frequency of the incoming waves, and then the two coupling trans- 

formers are tuned into resonance. When this condition is attained, internal feed-back 

or regeneration takes place and violent oscillations come into action. The plate 

current in flowing through the primary of "RT-211 induces a current in the secondary, 

part of which flows through the neutralizing condenser to the grid of the tube. Now 

if the neutralizing condenser is adju�ted to the correct value, the charge through it 

will be exactly equal to but opposite in phase to the charge being sent through the 

internal capacity of the tube, ar..d the two charges will neutralize each other. The 

same condition will occur with respect to the second amplifier tube. When such a circuit 
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is propP-rly neutralized, each stage of amplification can be tuned into perfect 

resonance and no oscillations will occur. 

In order to prevent interstage coupling between the coils or neut.·oformers of 

a receiver of this type, these units were mounted at an angle of 51° with the hc.rizon- 

tal as is  illustrated in Fig. 11.  The reason for this can readily oe seen if it 1e 

recalled that the radio frequency currents in flowing thro�h these coils set up 

pulsating magnetic fields that sur-round the coils for considerable distances. If the 

two coils were near each other so that the magnetic field of the first could Lnf Luence 

and ind.uce a current in the second, the two circuits would react upon each other, and 

when tuned into resonance they would interchange energy. Violent oscillations would 

8.E;ain result. Aleo, the two adjacent sides of the coils act like the plates of a 

condenser causing capacity coupling in addition to the magnetic coupling just explained. 

1
.1.

1
0 prevent such interference, the coils mu1t either be placed at such a.n angle that 

this couplinc effect will not take place, or they must be placed far enoueh apart 

that the effect will be negligible. 

Two coil ar rangenent s are possible in order to eliminate this interstage coupling. 

One is to mount all three coils at right angles to ea.ch otheri the first coil in a 

vertical position, the second horizontal and parallel with the front panel, and the 

third horizontal and at right angles to the panel. Thie coil arrangeoent is used in a 

oumoer of coI!lmercial sets and is very effective. 

The other arrangement ie to mount the coils at the a.ngle illue�rated in Fi�. l .  

It  can be proven matheuatically that in this position the fields of the coils ill 

not reac .... upon each other. The distance 11D11 between the two coils should not be les 

than six inches so that the two coil sides 11U11 and 11M11 do not face each other, thus 

e,.voiding capacity coupling. It � seen that this is payine; too II!Uch at tendon to 

minor details •  but radio frequency currents are rather unstable, and unless cone 1 tion� 

e.re made as favorable as possible for their operation, troublesome disturoances are 

bound. to result. 
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THE PROCESS OF NEUTRALIZING 

The method of connecting the neutralizing condensers into the circuit is  il 

lustrated in Fig. 10. The neutralizing process is really a simple one if it is done 

in the following systetia.tic wa:y. A strong local station is tuned in to its  loudest 

point., and after the first radio frequency tube 1e removed from its socket, all 

dials are again turned until the signal is at its  loudest point. A piece of paper 

i s  then placed over one of the filament prongs and the tube ie returned to its socket. 

I t  will oe found that the signal can still be heard, though somewhat faintly. The 

neutralizing condenser is then adjusted until the signal entirely disappears or is at 

its  weakest point. Iri this condition the internal tube capacity is neutralized. The 

paper is  then removed and tr.e tube again returned to the socket as originally. The 

very same process is repeated with the second re.dio frequency tube. 

After these adjustments bave been properly made, the neutralization is permanent 

and need not be touched again. However, if at some f'utur e time the tubes are removed, 

they should alwa:ys be returned in the same order in the radio frequency stages. If 

a tube burns out and must be replaced by a new one. that stage should again be 

neutralized, for the internal capacity of no two tubes is exactly alike. A properly 

neutralized neutrocyne will operate noiselessly and free from squeals and whistles. 

Only good neutralizing condensers should be usec; tbat i s ,  condensers tbat will not 

vary in capacity ·or adjustment in the course of time. 

CONTROLLI1'G OSCILLATIONS BY .ABSORPTION ?�THODS 

There are a number of oscillation control systems tbat operate on the absorption 

principle, tba.t i s ,  the excess energy that tends to set up free oscillation if!  absorbed 

as inauctive losses in special auxiliary circuits. Although these circuits operate 

at a slightly reduced efficiency, the control systems are rathe� effective and render 

very stable operation possible. 
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The early Freshman 5-tube tuned radio frequency set ,  for exarap Le , used a f'o rm of 

basket weave coil mounted directly on the condenser. The condenser end plates are 

of metal, and the uagnetic flux set up oy the current flowing through the coil induces 

ed� currents tr.at dissipate the excess energy in the form of resistance losses in 

the metal. The coils must be mounted at just the right distance from the end plates,  

for if they are too clone, too much energy will be aosorbed and the signals weakened, 

end if they are not close enough not sufficient energy will be absorbed and the tubes 

will oscillate and cause howling ang sguea.li�. 

Two other aosorption systems are illustrated in Fig. 12 and 13. In the first 

there are small auxiliary coils 11.t" and "13" inductively coupled to the secondary co i l s 

and shunted by a small fixed condenser. Currents induced in these coils dissipate the 

exce�s energy and in this wa:;r prevent oscillation�. In Fig. 13 the principle employed 

is  very similar, except that the auxiliary coil is connected in series with a variaole 

resif:1tance. Ea.ch, of course , i s  a  wasteful proceae, but each iR  ef'I'ective in damping 

0scillations. The number of turns in these auxiliary coils a.nd the distance that they 

are mounted from the secondaries ,  depend upon the design and construction of the 

secondaries and can be determined onl;.r oy experiment. Another simple 'ut  effective 

method. is  to employ a srrall coil of 3 or 4 turns mounted near the secondary. The enda 

of the coil are connected together, and wher the coil i s  at the proper distance from 

the secondary, just enough current i e  induced in the shorted coil to dissipate the ex 

cess energy that would otherwise appear as self-o�cillo.tions. 

THE :BROWNING-DRAKE RECEIVER 

The earliest radio-frequency receivers (batte:cy operated) employed a tuned radio 

amplifier stage ahead of a regenerative de tee tor ,  which in turn was followed by two 

stages of transformer coupled audio amplification. A very popular receiver of this 

type was thr Browning-Drake, which was first sold in k1 t form and later a.a a factory 



built set. A new feature in radio-frequency design that firet appeared in this re- 

.::eiver was the bunched 1rinding employed in the prin::ary of the "R.F. 1 1  transformer. 

Thie bunched winding permitted the use of more turns of wire and therefore greater 

transference of energy to the eeconda.ry-, and also eliminated much of the distributed 

capacity r�fect that otherwise existed between the parallel windings of the primary- 

and secondary. 

The circuit diagram of tbs Browni�-Drake receiver is illustra.t�d in Fig. 14� 

THE BROWNING DRAKE RE'CEIVEB Fig. j,tf. 

TIIE UN!Vll:ltSAL FOUlt-TUIIE BEr.EIVElt. 

F,,1, IS- 

Siena! Generator 

• ' 

. 

Fig. 14 & 15.  Two early receivers consisting of a regenerative detector preceded 
by a tuned radio frequency stage, 

Four tubes are employed with a CODT!vn filament supply controlled by a master rheostat 

R-2. An additional rheos r.at R-1 for controlling the filament of the "R.F." tu.be only• 

eerves as a volume control. The neutrodyne system of neutralizing the internal grid 

to plate capacity of the 11R.F. 1 1  tube i s  employed. The detector is regenerative, 

regeneration being controlled by means of a rotating feedback coil or tickler at the 

grid end of the secondary. 

The antenna coil consists of 50 turns of No. 20 "D.S.C. 1 1  wire wound on a piece 

of 3" bakelite or ha.rd rubber tubing. The coil is tapped at the center so that in 

case a very lo� antenna is used it can be connected to this iap. A .0005 Mfd. 

(23-plate) condenser is connected acroas the coil tor tuning purposes. The •R.F.• 
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couplin � wli t ,  known commerci.�lly as a regena.former, consists of 77-turns of No. ·20 

"D. s . c . "  wire .wound on a pie9� of 3-inch tubing abdut 5-1/4 inches long. .A. tap is 
r-"  

.cen off at the fourteenth turn for the neutralizing condenser, and the entire 

secondary is shunted by a .00035 Mfd. (17-plate) condenser for tuning. The priDBry 

is ma.de by winding 24 turns of No. 30 "n.c.c. 1 1  wire in jumble fashion in a slot 

1/4 inch deep and l/8 inch wide cut into a round wooden disk that will fit snugly into 

the 3-i:nch tubing. The primary should b,e mounted directly under the first turn of 

the secondary at the low potential end, that is  the end that is connected to the 

negative side of the filro:nent. The rotor or tickler consists of 30 turns of wire 

wound on a piece of 2-inch tuoing. It is  mounted at the grid end of the secondary on 

a shaft that extends through the panel for adjusting purposes. 

THE UNIVERSAL FOUR-TUBE RF.CEIVER 

The Uni verse.l four-tube receiver was a similar set that made i ta appearance at 

about the same time. This circuit arrangement is  illustrated in Fig. 15. 

It  consists of a balanced stage of tuned radio frequency amplification and a 

regenerative detector, regeneration being controlled with a 50,000-ohm variable 

resistor connected in series with a fixed tickler coil. Two stages of transfonner- 

coupled audio frequency amplification are employed. A conmen filament supply is used 

with fixed ballast resistors for the two audio tubes. A master rheostat controls the 

" R . F , 1 1  and detector tubes, and an additional rheostat is used in the "R, F . 1 1  stage 

which i s  intended primarily as a volume control. ,  

The coils  were constructed according to the following specifications. The 

antenna coupler conoists of a pri!DE'rv -� 7 t1r s an d  a  secondary of 68 turns, both 

being wound on a 3-inch bak:eli te or hard tu.hoer tube. The secondary is  tapped at the 

center as illustrated in Fig. 15,  and is shunted by a .00035 Mfd. (17-plate) con- 

denser for tuning. The regenera�ive rad o frequency transformer also consists of two 
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coils wound with No. 24 wire on 3-inch tUbing. One coil consists of 68 turns with 

r> ,  �  �P at the center to which is  connected the plate of the radio frequency tube. 

I t  i s  also shunted by a .00035 Mfd. condenser for tuning purposes. The tickler is 

separated by about one-eighth inch and condsts of 21 eurns , The remainder of the 

c t rcuf t is all of standard construction. It should be notd ced , however, that the grid 

leak ie connected from the grid directly to the positive side of the filament. 

PLA.TE RESISTANCE CONTROL OF OSCILLATIONS 

Another very effective wa:., of controlling self-oscillations in a radio frequency 

amplifier is by means of a variable high resistor connected. in series with the plate 

circuit of the radio frequency tubes. Such a resistor controls the amount of energy 

that is supplied to t.he tubes, and pennits an 1 1:a,'F. 1 1  amplifier to come to the point 

of oscillation where it  operates at maximum sensitivity but prevents it from spilling 

over. Such a plate resistor can also be used as an effective volume control. 

The general circuit arrangement of a 5-tuoe tuned radio frequency receiver employ 

ing such plate resi�tance control is  illustrated in Fig. lb. 

Ftg.16 

Ftj.18 

Fig. lb, 17 & 18. Three early tuned radio frequency receivers. 
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Here it will be seen that the plate circuits of the two radio frequency tubes after 

passing through the priq,ries of the tuned transformers lead directly to a variable 

resistance "R''. the !liding contact of which is  connected to the positive ten:iinal of 

the B-battery. This variable resistance, which should have a value of 200,000 oms, 

serves to vary the voltage applied to the plates of these tubes.  I t  limits the radio 

frequency voltage that builds up in the plate circuit and avoids the feed-back through 

the capaci tT of the tube which causes oscillation. As the resistance is varied, the 

direct plate voltage is reduced. and this decreases the instantaneous voltage differences 

between the plate and the grid, thns curbing oscillation. 

Two large bypass condensers, C-1 and C-2, lead the radio frequency currents from 

the priuary of the coil back to the negative filament of each tube. Therefore, there 

is no resistance in the radio fre(!Uency circuit and the sharpness o:f tuning is not 

affected. These bypass condensers snould have a capacity of 0.1 llfd. The remainder 

of the circuit is  of standard construction. 

• 

THE GRID SUPPRESSOR METHOD OF OSCILLA.TIOU CONTROL 

Another very effective scheme and one that was adopted by vecy mny corme rc La.I set 

nnnu.facturers for controlling oscillations in radio frequency amplification systems, 

is the grid suppressor method. In this method a fixed resistor of from 200 to 700 ohms 

or more ie placed in series with the grid circuit and in this way stabilizes the radio 

frequency cfrcuit. 

A circuit in which is applied this method of suppressing undesirable radio fre 

quency oscillations is  illustrated in Fig. 17. The resistors are here shown as R-1 

and R-2 connected into the grid circuits of the two radio frequency tuoes T-1 and T-2. 

I t  would seem at first that this i s  another instance o: the so called "loser system" 

in which sufficient resistance 1� introduced to prevent the oscillations from occurring. 

But this i s  not quite the case, for the resiRtors here serve to prevent the flow o: 
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currents in the grid circuits. If the resi9tances are of the correct value, and are 

constnicted as to have a very low capacity, there is really no loss in the circuit 

except the loss of the unde�irable grid currents which excite the oscillations. 

An important feature of this suppressor method of oscillation control is the 

fa.ct that it permits practically uniform radio frequency amplification over the entire 

wavelength range, because the radio frequency resistance of these suppressors auto 

matically increases with the frequency. This means that at the higher frequencies 

(short wavelen&th) where the tendency toward oscillation is greatest, the resistance 

increases sufficiently to prevent the flow of current in the grid circuit. Also ,  at 

the lower frequencies (higher wavelengths) the resistance decreases so that the point 

of oscillation can be more nearly approached. It  is thus evident that the suppressor 

method affords good sensitivity at ooth the lower and higher frequencies. It is at 

the higher wavelengths (especially over 500 meters) that many control systems so affect 

the sensitivity that few stations can be tuned in on this section of the dials. 

The exact value of gria. suppressor to use depends upon the cnare..cteristics of any 

individual circuit. Grid suppressors are available in values ranging from 100 to 

1800 ohms, and the beet rule to follow is to use the lowest value that will satis 

factorily suppress oscillations. It is an easy matter to install these grid suppressors 

in �n old tuned radio frequency receiver that has no provisions in it for oscillation 

control, for it is necessary only to open the grid circuit at the socket terminal and 

to insert the suppressor similar to the rM.nner in which a grid lee.h:: would be inserted. 

� excellent 6-tube circuit employi?lf; the 6rid suppressor method of oscillation 

cont rc l , is illustrated in Fig. 17. As can be seen, the circuit consists of two stages 

of tuned radio frequency ampltfications, a detector and three stages of resistance 

coupled audio amplification. The circuit is a good one for selectivity and tone quality 

and is not costly to ouf.l d , I t  can be made entirely free from all oscillating howls 

<tntl squeal f' . •  
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In the two tuned radio frequency stages the suppressors R-1 and R-2 are used in 

the grid cir·cuite to dampen or suppre ss oscillations. Resistors of 600 ohms will 

serve very well, although in some sets it  will be possinle to use consiQeraoly lower 

va Luea to good effect. The coils  L-1, L-2 and L-3 consist of three high grade radio 

frequency transformers tuned by means of three 0.00035-�fd. variable condensers C-1, 

C-2 and C-3. 

rhe filaments of the two radio frequency tubes are controlled by mee.ns of e 

siill;le ballast reaietor labeled R-3 in the circuit and in series with this ballast is 

a. 6-ohra rheostat R-4. This rheostllt acts both as a delicate adjustment for the tubet 

when tunirit: in distant stations and also as a very efficient volume control. The 

detector circuit ie of standard form using 8. 0.00025-Mfd. grid condenser and a 2-megobm 

grid lE=,e.k. Into the plate ci1·cui t of the detector tube is  connected a radio frequency 

choke coil 11CH11 to keep tbe radio frequency currents out of the audio amplifier. These 

radio freq_uency cnr ren ts a.re then by-passed to the negative sic.e of the filament 

through the 0.0005-?.ti'd. fixed condenser C-6. A fixed condenser C-4 o� similar capacd ty 

i e  connected in sP.ries with the antennl!. to sharpen the tuniDg and to rec.uce inter- 

f er ence , A 1-?ifo. condenser C- 7 is  used acroes the battery terminals to by-pass the 

radio frequency currents BCross the B-battery. The audio amplifier consists of three 

�tages of reeifit&.nce coupling, each coupling unit consistir.g of a pl.."\te resistor ,  a 

blocking condencer and a grid leak. 
' 

"TOLulJ.E CONTROL METHODS USED Il� FARLY T, R. F • RECEIVERS 

The �ction of the volume contr�l in a radio receiver is to anjuat the level or 

intend ty of the output to the requirements of the room ·or place where the receiver is  

oeint; uaed, A good volume control ccnef st e of a device that h easily adjustable and 

that cen be inserted sooewhere in a redio circuit eo that by a continuous and smooth 

variation ��e volume can be regulated �o aiv desired intensity. It is also important 
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that this vol11r.e control device be eo connected that the changes in volume will not 

� introduce distortion or affect the tonal quality. 

Tho earliest and simplest method of volume control used was the familiar 

potentiometer, With the potentiometer the volume wa.s decreased by grad'lially bringing 

the grid of. the tube to a positive potential. This method ha.d two serious objections. 

As the gdd of the tube becomes positive, the plate current increases g�a.tly and 

thie puts an excessive drain on the B-battery. A positive grid also causee grid 

cilJ'rents to flow, and these in turn cause unpleasant distortion. Another scheme used 

was to control the brilliancy of the audio frequency amplifier tubes. The objection 

to this method was tha.t as the filament temperature changed, the opera.ting characteristics 

of the tubes were also altered and distortion again set in. 

The oetter and more comnonly used methods of volume control are all illu�tra.ted 

in the circuit diagran shown in Fig. 18. 

The scheme shown at 11M11 is  applicable to practically a.ny receiver. Here the amount 

of energy supplied to the grid of the first audio tube is  controlled or regulated by 

means of a 500,000-ohm variable resistance sometimes known commercially as a module.tor. 

The modulator hes three ternlinals, the outer two being connected to the gric. and the 

:tilament terminals of the first audio transfonner, while the center or sliding contact 

ie  connected directly to the grid of the tube. As the slider is  moved toward the grid 

termi?l.!l.l of the transformer, the volUl:le ie increaset; and moving it in the opposite 

direction decreases the volume. This method is a very good one, in that it permits a 

smooth control and does not introduce ar:w appreciaole distortion. 

Anoliher method is  illustrated at "A". Here we have a variable high resistance 

(2CX>,OOO ohms) connected in series with the radio frequency plate battery supply. 

By increasing the resistance , the plate voltage and also the radio fre<;ruency amplifica 

tion ere recuced. This method ie a very good one for several reasons. By regulating 

the e.moun� of energy fed to the detector, it prevents overloading of this tube, which 
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in turn red\lCes 'the possibility of di�tortion. On account of the low grid potentials, 

the plate currents cannot easily be  distorted even though the plate volta.t;es are re- 

duced greatly. 

A third method of volume control is shown at "B " .  In this case, a 50,000-ohm 

non-inductive variable resistance is connected across the secondary of the second 

radio frequency transformer and regulates the amount of energy that is  supplied to 

the detector. It is  very important that this resistor have a complete 1 1off" position, 

as otherwise trouble may be experienced in bringing in very weak stations. Contrary 

to what might be expected, th!s volume control does not broaden tuning, for the 

resistance is  too high to have any appreciable effect in this way. 

At 1 1C 1 1  we have a varia.ble 500,000-obm resistance connected in series with the 

output circuit of the last tube. Although this is a very effective method, it is not 

quite as satisfactory as the previous methods. The resistor regulates the entire 

output, but no provision is  l'.Ill.de to prevent the overloading of any of the tubes in 

case exceedingly powerful signals are being received. 

Another efficient method of volume control and one that was used by many, is  

illustrated at 1 1D 1 1•  The general tendency in receivers was toward the use of fixed 

rheostats with all tubes. However, a variable rheostat controlline the filP..ment of 

the first radio frequency tube at the same time forms an efficient volume control. 

It  regulA. tes the amount of energy supplied to a.11 the auce e asd ve tubes and does so 

without the lea.st danger of introducing distortion or of influencing the performance 

of &l\Y of the other parts of the receiving circuit. 

It is  not a difficult matter to add aiv of the above described methods to a 

ready-built receiver. If the set is of the tuned radio frequency type, the use of a 

200,000-chm plate resistor is recomnended, for this at the same tim� acts both as a 

volume and os·cillation control. Of course, it is very iwportant that suitable by-pass 

condensers be used as e, shunt around the high resistance for the radio frequency currents, 

as otherwise the operating efficiency would be greatly impaired. 
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